Finding Success with T&S:
Bemus Point Golf Club & Tap House
“When it comes to commercial kitchens, T&S has a lot
more to offer, and the quality is better frankly,” said
Mark Johnson of Johnson-Whitmeyer Plumbing, who
worked on the project.
And getting the products quickly was
important for Mike Steffen, the project’s
general contractor.
“T&S’ same-day shipping means I get
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Steffen said. “T&S is a quality product with a great
reputation, and it was an easy decision to go with them.”

Performance on Point
The redesigned Bemus Point restaurant includes T&S Brass
pre-rinse units at prep and dish sinks, a pot filler at the
stove and faucets for the bar sinks.

“We give T&S five stars.”
— Bryce Steffen,
Owner of Bemus Golf Club & Tap House
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